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  A term like no other 

Six Plus and Yashar 
After the relative normality of last term, in January the Sixth Form found itself once again in 
lockdown for much of the Spring Term. All the time and training invested in our blended learning 
platforms proved invaluable as we moved to online learning. Years 12 and 13 have continued to 
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have fortnightly assemblies. These are used to deliver exciting workshops, provide skills 
training and listen to talks from a variety of speakers.  
 
This term we had talks for Year 13 to prepare them to manage their finances for life away from 
home and JWA spoke to the girls about staying safe and setting boundaries on campus or when 
they begin to live independently. 
  
Year 12 have been focused on finding appropriate supra and extra-curricular activities. Margaret 
from the Mark Evison Foundation spoke to the girls and we have several teams creating  projects 
and putting forward their proposals for funding. Most students have taken up an opportunity to 
go to a university open day or taster session online and they are well on their way to gaining a 
good understanding of the options available to them.  
 
EPQ - The girls have been attending taught classes on: choosing reliable sources, referencing 
using academic referencing systems, such as MLA and Harvard, and plagiarism. They have 
attended these classes alongside supervisor meetings and independent research. 
 
Some students would like to finish the EPQ early, as they have been making significant progress, 
so a couple of candidates will be submitting as early as June. Maya K is one of them and seems 
to be highly motivated.  
 

Clubs 
The Year 12 have been coming on leaps and bounds with the clubs. Some highlights are:  
 

 The Green Society have invited two wonderful speakers who have provided perspective and 
insight into the current environmental challenges. Ilana Goodkin is a Hasmonean Alumni 
currently studying in Tel Aviv University after a Geography degree at UCL. She spoke to the 
girls about practical ways to improve their sustainability. 

 

 The MedSoc has an incredible team of Sarah E, Shaina J, Daisy C, Dalia P, Dina K and Sophie S 
who have been organising speakers and sharing resources for our students to get a greater 
perspective into all the different medical pathways. We heard from a second year Pharmacy 
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student this term who was able to give insight into what undergraduate study is actually 
like. Many thanks to Mrs Ordman-Mullings for supervising and guiding the girls.  

 The Art and Wellbeing club have had weekly drawing classes with Chedva S and Liat S. These 
ladies have kept their loyal group of artists entertained with calligraphy, squiggle art, mark 
making, drawing eyes and also a fantastic Purim drawing competition with Bayla O, Ella W, 
and Shira W having the winning entries. 

 

·    A Green (environmental) Society where the members will learn more about climate 
change, the current problems facing our world and what we can do to help. Google 
Classroom Code: zxp75jc 

·   An Israel Society where members will learn more about the State of Israel, now and 
in the past including the army, politics and current affairs. Google Classroom Code: 
yoxoj5b 

·    A Debating Club where current topics will be uploaded as part of a discussion forum, 
enabling members to debate these issues with one another as well as regular Google 
Meets to have live debates. Google Classroom Code: uwii65m 

·    An Art and Wellbeing Club where members will learn about how art can help well-
being as well as having discussions about how everyone looks at the world differently 
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just like art can be interpreted in a multitude of different ways. This would also 
include some art videos and it can be a forum for everyone to share their art. 
Google Classroom Code: wfyf4oz 

·  A Photography Club where there will be different themes and objects to photograph 
regularly. Students can post their photographs and learn how to improve their 
photography skills. Google Classroom Code: plixo7j 

·    A Medical Society where students will learn about current medical research and 
findings as well as learn about all different roles in the medical profession in depth. 
This will be interesting for all those who enjoy anything to do with health – learn 
about the most common and least common illnesses in this country and in the wider 
world. Google Classroom Code: rthkwhv 

·    A Politics and Current Affairs Club where articles will be posted about current affairs 
both in this country and around the world. There will also be opportunities for girls 
to write their own opinion pieces to be distributed around the school. Google 
Classroom Code: zotliz3 

·    A Culture and Religion Club where articles and quizzes about lots of different cultures 
and religions will be posted so that students can learn more about the different 
people in the world, their cultures and their beliefs. Google Classroom Code: w7hjhor 

A message from one of our Year 12 students 

The last few months in lockdown have been challenging for all. With teachers contributing their 
best efforts to making sure that all of their students are making the most of online school, there 
was still naturally going to be anxiety surrounding the idea of falling behind and not having enough 
time to catch up. Everyone has been faced with their own personal Covid struggles that have 
prevented them from continuing as usual. In an attempt to overcome this worry, I devised a 
tutoring catch-up programme to help out the Sixth Form students, to make them feel completely 
satisfied in their own knowledge and to help them in helping each other.  

I coordinated with the Head Girl, Tova S, who gathered information regarding which Year 13’s 
would be interested in leading each session. I then reached out to the girls in my year who filled 
out a form about which subjects they felt like they could use some extra help with. Eventually, Mrs  
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Valencia was able to set up Google Classrooms for each subject in demand, and there are 
currently fourteen different sessions that take place throughout the week for eight subjects.  

 “The girl who tutored me for economics was extremely helpful and explained concepts very 
clearly to me” - Year 12 student studying Economics. 

“These sessions have really helped me in looking back over previous material studied last year 
that I may not have revised otherwise” - Year 13 student tutoring Chemistry.  

By Eliane F - Year 12 

 


